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Healthy Families Far North, in partnership with innovate change,  
is working with several organisations to identify test and refine  
a range of approaches to improve access to healthy  
and nutritious food for people and whānau living in Kaikohe. 

This document is the key output from the first stage of a social  
innovation process. The stage has involved gathering a range  
of perspectives on the current stage of the food system in Kaikohe. 
This document contains the output of that work – a set of  
place-based insights on the food system in Kaikohe.

Background



This project draws on the first stages of the innovate change 
innovate action model. Completing the first two stages,  
questioning and understanding, has involved: 

● Facilitating six group sessions with a range of  
 Kaikohe community members.  

● Interviewing seven key informants working in the  
 food system, including growers,  
 retailers, rūnanga and faith-based organisations.

● Reviewing a sample of relevant information and 
 literature.

● Two sessions with the Healthy Families Far North  
 Kāhui Taupā, a group of stakeholders made up of key  
 community organisations and champions working in  
 the food system. 

The next step in our process will be the facilitation of two 
community meals in Kaikohe where participants will immerse 
in these insights and test some specific propositions to  
improve the food system in Kaikohe.
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For some, the preservation of time and energy is more important 
than sustenance for good health. It is viewed as an arduous task  
to grow, nurture, harvest and prepare wholesome foods.  
When coupled with traditional practices, such as baking and 
preserving, it is clear that few whānau have the time or resources  
to commit to a kai garden in the context of busy lifestyles.

Food-related communal activities, stemming from the production 
of food in the garden or the harvesting of food in natural  
environments, is widely accepted as a vehicle for whānaungatanga.  
It is widely felt that the production of kai was originally borne 
out of necessity, yet has since entered the realm of nostalgia as  
modern whānau have less time to produce kai as a collective unit.  
Whānau expressed feelings of ‘togetherness’ around whānau  
time shared in the production of kai and directly link these times  
with strong family values.

Many whānau value
convenience over good,
healthy kai. 

Food brings whānau  
together; whānau meal time 
is happening less and less. 

“If you don’t have time to cook a meal, you won’t have time  
  to grow it.”  

“When we went north we always did the rounds –  
  fish, watercress…”

“We ate kai moana when the tides suited us. We went out on  
  horses; the horses swam with the tide and we swam with   
  them. It was magical.”

“Good food relates to whānau and being happy. Love of food       
  is love for one another.”



In a modern society where commitment to fast-paced living is  
prevalent – even in smaller, rural communities – convenience foods 
can be seen as an easy pay-off for hard work. Whānau working  
double time, a lack of resources to prepare kai from scratch,  
time-poor lifestyles – all add up to create an environment where  
the quickest and least difficult choice in obtaining food is highly  
attractive and commonplace.

For many whānau, particularly those with young people,  
the marketing of fast food is pervasive and affects their kai  
purchasing behaviours. Fast food is often placed as the first  
choice when considering feeding a whānau. For example,  
cost comparisons of a meal of fish and chips and a meal of  
meat and three vegetables, place the fast food option as the  
preferable choice for a whānau of six. The fast food options  
available in Kaikohe offer few quick, healthy options,  
thus limiting accessibility to good kai.

In a modern society where commitment to fast-paced living is 

Convenience food can  
be seen as a reward for 
working hard.  

Fast food is visible and  
popular and perceived to  
be affordable.   

“Both parents are working. Families are time poor and look for   
  the most convenient, easy options.”

“Benefit day – line up at the bank and then go straight to the  
  dairy to buy five pies for the family’s dinner. It’s seen as a quick,  
  cheap meal.”

“There are more takeaways around now. Food is more  
  commercialised.”

“I’m so busy, don’t have time. Too tired.”



It appears the high prevalence of fast food has become an  
engrained, normalised part of the social make-up of Kaikohe.  
Interestingly, although it was accepted that the perception  
of healthy and nutritious kai conflicted with the fast food choices  
offered in Kaikohe, there was still a desire to see the number  
of fast food outlets expand to offer more options. Fast food  
appears to have evolved from a treat food to an everyday part of 
people’s diets, due to its continuous availability and the high  
value placed on its taste. 

The two supermarkets based in Kaikohe – New World and  
Countdown – appear to have a monopoly over the town’s food  
supply chain, particularly as both outlets are supplied by distributor  
Turners & Growers. Viewed as a ‘one-stop shop’, the supermarket 
model provides a variety of food year-round, regardless of the 
seasonal availability of produce. It seems local growers are unable 
to compete with the volume of food available in order to meet local 
supply and demand. It appears the food system in Kaikohe has  
transformed from a culture of gathering and hunting to a more  
simplistic, convenient behavioural pattern of sourcing food from  
one of the two supermarkets.

Most people rely on  
the two supermarkets for  
their food, due to a lack of  
access and availability to  
local food. 

Fast food outlets are  
part of the social fabric  
of Kaikohe.   

“Supermarkets have taken over the food chain, where we used  
  to have some gardens ago. They are no more.”

“There’s a sense of entitlement around fast food.  
  For example, ‘I have a right’…”

“The flood in 2012 cut off Kaikohe from deliveries and this  
  got me thinking about how dependent Kaikohe is on food  
  from the outside.”

“Kids think milk comes from the supermarket.”



There are opportunities at all ages to learn about good food.  
There is a need for more education to be made available for all  
the people of Kaikohe as to what is and isn’t nutritionally viable kai, 
as learning is an everyday part of life. 

Due to highly sophisticated marketing strategies, it is apparent 
that the Kaikohe McDonald’s store is an extremely desirable 
place to be for taitamariki. It offers a raft of other attractive 
attributes – including free WiFi and employment – in addition 
to its food value, it is perceived as a central hub of social activity 
that local youth culture has formed around.

Schools can be part of  
the solution but are not  
the only answer.  

McDonald’s has become a 
hang-out for whānau and 
young people.    

“Seek education – it’s out there and can be simple.”

“Learn to help others – how to cook, how to sing, how to join in.”

“Kids’ world is changing. To be socially accepted, kids are  
  congregating at places like KFC, McDonald’s. This is their  
  connection to kai.”



Many believe that older generations are custodians of a wealth of 
traditional, personal and practical knowledge that is not being  
passed on to younger generations. There is a perception that younger 
generations not only lack basic knowledge around practices of food 
gathering, but knowledge and learned skill around the traditional 
preparation of certain foods, as the intergenerational transmission of 
mātauranga declines.

Although farmers markets are gradually making locally grown food 
more accessible and affordable, it appears that locally grown food 
still struggles to meet the supply and demand principle of the local 
food economy. It is widely perceived that organically grown kai, in 
particular, is labour intensive and expensive and the subsequent  
cost passed on to the consumer is high. There is also a perception 
that some retailers are reluctant to support the local food industry.

Many people under 60  
do not have knowledge  
of food preparation and 
gathering that the older 
generation do.  

Local growers struggle to 
keep their food affordable.    

“We used to go to gather pipis. We had a whānau bus that took us  
  after milking; two bags would feed us for the week.”

“When we approached [a retailer] to take produce, saying it was  
  spray free, the answer was ‘so what?’…”

“My Nan used to preserve eggs for when the hens were not laying.”



In a marketing sense, it is apparent that commercially marketed food 
is winning favour with whānau over locally sourced kai. The value 
placed on commercial foods over local produce is imbalanced as 
whānau assume a closer identification, sense of belonging and  
alignment of taste preferences with kai that is mass produced as 
opposed to locally grown whole foods.

A key component of the production portion of Kaikohe’s food  
system, the ability to gather local and wild foods, is perceived to  
be negatively impacted by other systemic issues.  

Some people see regulation and industry bias as barriers in the 
growth of traditional kai; for example, the practice of farmers  
unblocking drains has resulted in less availability of wild puha  
and watercress. There is also concern expressed around the use  
of chemicals and hormone supplements in the production of kai  
that has had a perceived side effect on the depletion of soil  
quality and nutritional value. Many believe these factors to be 
detrimental to people’s health as the wild foods gathered have  
a high probability of being contaminated.

Some people value  
commercially bought  
food over local food.  

Some people are  
concerned that some local 
and wild foods are being  
negatively affected.   

“People lack awareness as to what’s good for them. People are  
  not educated to know what’s what.”

“Soils are becoming depleted across the world. If we can’t  
  change the world, we can certainly change our own back yard.”



There is a perception that young people’s palettes have increasingly 
evolved to prefer the high fat, high sugar and high salt content of fast 
foods. This, to the point that their palettes are almost automatically 
geared towards preferring fast food options and dislike the taste of 
other, healthier food options. 

Policy and regulation needs to be designed to support local  
initiatives around food production, which in turn would impact  
on the accessibility and availability of locally grown food.  
Some believe that policy and regulation have a significant role to  
play in how kai is retailed, labelled, funded and marketed, which  
in turn has a meaningful impact on the Kaikohe food system. 

Particular fast foods are 
highly valued by children 
and young people. 

Policy and regulations can 
impact the food system.    

“For change needing to happen, it needs to be driven from  
  government – not just a small voice of the community.”

“Communities as a whole need to adopt a healthy way of doing     
  things. For example, building this notion into community plans.”

“Kaikohe needs KFC.”

“The chicken and chips at New World are the best.”



It is understood that the marketing of food shapes public  
expectations in its aesthetic and palatable appeal. Due to its  
saturated presence across traditional and social media channels,  
the messaging that is wrapped around perfectly shaped and  
vibrantly coloured fruit and vegies appears to have succeeded in 
shaping people’s attitudes and purchasing behaviours, to the  
extent that other food options are rarely considered.

Food marketing is  
pervasive and has shaped 
expectations of how food 
should look and taste.  

“Over time, you start becoming a little more conscious about 
eating the right food. But it’s not easy to market – how do you 
market a potato or silverbeet?”




